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Having not held an ETM in the last couple of years, and acknowledging the success of SUT’s ETMs, the SUT 
YES! Committee decided to hold its own ETM targeted at sharing the personal experiences of industry 
professionals.  

The Event was held on Wednesday 27th July 2022 at The Shoe bar in Yagan square in the Perth CBD. 
Following the successful Networking event we held last year at this venue, it was our first choice for our 
ETM. Once again, The Shoe made the event planning and execution very easy. Approximately 25 
attendees were present for the event, with another handful unfortunately absent.  
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We engaged a Marine Engineer / Naval Architect, an Offshore Renewables Principal Engineer and a 
Pre-com and Comm SME Principal Engineer to share their career progression in the Offshore Industry and 
any advice for young professionals. The presentations were very well received, with both laughs and 
thought provoking messages provided. We heard about how varied a career in this industry can be and 
how many doors can open if you maintain your networks. The audience was given the opportunity to ask 
some questions via Slido which created furthing stimulating discussion.  

The presentations ran a little overtime but there were no complaints from the audience as indicated by 
the flow of questions. The Shoe were very accomodating and held off bringing the food out by a half hour, 
to allow us to finish the presentations. Following the formal part of the night, some pizzas were very 
eagerly eaten and everybody enjoyed the networking time. 

 

Thank you to our presenters, in the middle: Nitin Repalle, Matthew Allen and Andrew Duff. 

Thank you to the YES! Committee members for organising the event: Flora Chiew and Tina Yang on the 
left; Elena Gerginov and Anand Jyothi on the right. 

 

We would like to thank SUT YES!’ annual sponsor, Woodside without whom the event would not have 
been possible.  

Event Sponsor: 

  


